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Let M be a closed connected manifold, and let E → M be a fiber bundle with a chosen section. (We’ll think
of this as a parametrized family of based spaces over M .) The problem, then, is to compute (the homotopy type
of) ΓM (E), the space of sections, from the fiber Ex. Our strategy is to look at subcomplexes X ⊆M and consider
ΓX(E|X) instead. We can write this as a pullback diagram
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?

f
-
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and then we’re asking for the dotted-arrow lift (or equivalently a section of the left vertical arrow). That is,
ΓX(f∗E) ∼= MapM (X,E).

How do these glue together? Well, if A, B, and A∩B are subcomplexes of M , then we get a homotopy pullback
square

ΓA∩B � ΓB
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and so we obtain a long exact sequence in homotopy and an Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence for homology. As
a corollary, if Ex ' ∗ then ΓM (E) ' ∗.

Let us pass to the related problem of computing the stable homotopy type Σ∞ΓM (E). We can start with the
same strategy, but this actually gives us the sections of the fiberwise suspension of E, ΓM (Σ∞ME), which is not the
same thing as Σ∞ΓM (E). (This is a fiberwise spectrum, which gives us a sort of fiber sequence Σ∞Ex → Σ∞ME →M .

Let’s try to understand this: What went wrong? Well, we were considering two constructions. For the first,
given f : X → M we look at Σ∞ΓX(f∗E), while for a second we’re looking at ΓX(f∗Σ∞ME). These are both
functors Fin

op
M → Sp from the (opposite) category of finite complexes over M to the category of spectra. So we’re

looking for a functor L which takes the pushout square
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to a homotopy pullback square

L(A) � L(B)
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We say that such an L is excisive, and we will say that L is linear if additionally L(∅) = ∗.
Now, our functor of interest is the nonlinear functor F (X) = Σ∞ΓX(f∗E), but we accidentally computed

P1F (X) = ΓX(f∗Σ∞ME), its linear approximation. However, all is not lost! There’s a natural transformation
F → P1F , which witnesses P1F as the universal (initial) linear functor under F .

In general, we can start with an arbitrary homotopy functor F : FinopM → Sp (i.e. one that preserves weak
equivalences) and construct1 a coassembly map F → P1F such that:

• P1F is excisive;

• F (∅) ∼−→ P1F (∅);

• F (∗) ∼−→ P1F (∗) for all ∗ →M ;

• P1F is universal with respect to the these properties.

The intuition is the following. We should think of F as a function on the real line and think of ∅ and ∗ as two
distinct points on the x-axis; then, P1F is the unique linear function that agrees with F on these two values.

Exercise 1. Any two linear functors agreeing on ∅ and ∗ agree on all finite spaces.

More generally, we can also construct a higher coassembly map F → PnF , which is an equivalence on all spaces
with n or fewer points and such that PnF is n-excisive. (This is a higher-order version of linearity: whenever we
put in an (n+ 1)-cube diagram of CW-complexes in which every face is a pushout, we get out a cartesian cube, i.e.
one where the initial vertex is the holim of the rest.)

Note that we are NOT doing Goodwillie calculus. The reason is that Goodwillie calculus is really about covariant
functors, and one attempts to extract tangent lines and their higher analogs. This deviates from our program.

Note that our functor Σ∞MapM (X,E) is really a functor of two variables. We could think of it as FE(X),
which has a tower · · · → P2FE(X) → P1FE(X), or we could think of it as GX(E), which has a Goodwillie tower
· · · → P2GX(E) → P1GX(E). We’ve shown that these agree at the bottom level! It appears that they should
actually agree completely, but this work isn’t quite done yet. Roughly, the idea is that we should be able to
canonically construct functors going back and forth, and then abstract nonsense will force them to compose in both
ways to the identity natural isomorphisms.

Let’s finally talk about Thom spectra. We have this tower Σ∞ΓM (E) → · · · → ΓM (Σ∞E). This bottom layer
enjoys a sort of Poincaré duality, which yields ΓM (Σ∞ME) ' E−TM . Now, if E → M is a fiberwise monoid, then
the above tower is actually a tower of ring spectra.

To connect to string topology, if we take E = LM
∐

M , then Ex = ΩxM+, and then

Σ∞ΓM (E) = Σ∞+ ΓM (LM) ∼= Σ∞+ ΩMhAut(M),

and the bottom level by Poincaré duality is LM−TM , whose homology is precisely H∗(LM) with the Chas-Sullivan
loop product.

1Cohen and Klein give a construction of this in the paper “Umkehr Maps”.
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